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INTRODUCTION
This guide has been written for all the entrepreneurs that see
traffic channels like Google/Youtube/Facebook as a great business
opportunity, but that, for many reasons, are cautious when It
comes to using them as part of a marketing strategy.
Youtube and other digital traffic sources are used every day by a
large pool of companies, from corporations to self-employed
businessmen, with the goal of acquiring new customers .
It may be the first time you are introduced to Youtube as a b2b
lead generation platform.
In fact It’s more common to use other sources, as LinkedIn and
Facebook, to drive more sales.
If this is the case, let me give you some data to explain why a lot
of companies are literally leaving million of dollars on the table.
According to a report published by Statista in 2019, over 2 billions
of users access Youtube on a monthly basis (and It’s even a dated
information).
According to another report published by Youtube Itself in 2019,
every day people watch over 1 billion hours of Youtube videos
generating billions of views .
How should you use this data? You have certainly understood that
your next customer uses social networks; why don’t you take
advantage of this opportunity?
This guide explains exactly how you can approach Youtube to
generate a flow of new customers on a regular basis.

Whether you’ve never used Youtube as a marketing platform
before or already know how to use It professionally, you’ll find
this guide useful.
The guide is split in 4 chapters: the first 3 chapters concern about
the elements you must define before approaching Youtube
successfully; the last is a technical one and It describes the
mechanism you can use as of now to start generating a flow of
new customers for your business.
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CHAPTER 1

IS YOUTUBE THE RIGHT TOOL
FOR YOUR COMPANY?
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“Before understanding, I rst need to believe. Reason only
consists in an analyzed faith”
-Franz Schubert

Before explaining the inner workings of Youtube, a foreword has
to be made: you have to use It certain that It Is the right tool for
your company.
Otherwise you risk to abandon the platform one step away from
success and without having enough data to judge It in the correct
way.
When used for marketing purposes, Youtube is a tool that
stimulates market demand towards your products and services
pretty much the same way an ad in television or in the radio does.
For this reason It Is, like other platforms, subject to market
fluctuations often due to offer and demand swings, economical
crises, inflaction and many other factors.
Even in these situations though you don’t have to be emotionally
affected by the market conditions and you should, instead, focus
on the solution to bring your company out of troubles.
Let’s come back to the main topic: “Is Youtube the right tool for
your company? Is It the best solution to increase your sales?”
The short answer is yes.
But there are some exceptions and It’s impossible to tell It for
sure without first analyzing your company.
However, If you own all of the requirements listed below, the
answer will certainly be yes:
1. You sell a product or service;
2. Your customers are other companies or consumers (b2b, b2c);
3. Your solution doesn’t violate the Youtube Ads policy (It’s not a
scam, drugs or guns trade, etc ..);
4. Your solution is not only suitable to a very specific niche of
companies/people;
5. You have Internet access.
It’s a short list and you’re probably thinking that almost any
company meets the requirements.
You’re not wrong. Youtube is accessible for 90% of the companies
out there.
The requirements are quite easy as well. I want to explain the 4th
one better though, as It Is simple to misunderstand.
When I say “suitable to a very specific niche of people/companies”
I mean that your solution is made for too few people.

For example, a kind of software or consultancy that’s only suitable
for companies that make more than $100 billions/year in revenue
because of certain requirements that need to be met.
Those are companies you can almost count on one hand.
Another example could be that you sell car components and your
customers can only be the world’s biggest automotive groups.
If you see your company in a similar situation you might consider
to avoid Youtube: It’s a platform that needs a critical mass of
people to target to work well considering costs and profits of your
campaigns.
If your audience of potential customers is too much narrowed,
you should consider traditional and offline marketing strategies.
Please, be careful to not misunderstand this point.
If you’re a freelancer or a company that works in the financial,
management or real estate consulting space, Youtube is
absolutely valid for you.
Common sense encourages you to think that LinkedIn is the only
effective platform for companies to be in from a professional
standpoint.
However, I’ve seen a lot of consulting companies achieve great
success in promoting their services with other marketing
platforms.
Don’t believe that this ain’t for you and don’t let common sense
deceive you.
Even for b2b companies there are effective strategies waiting to
be used to generate a flow of new customers.
Youtube IS the right tool for your company; you just need to
understand how to use It correctly.

CHAPTER 2

OFFER, MESSAGE AND
AUDIENCE.

“Winning isn’t important, It’s the only thing that matters”.
- Giampiero Boniperti.

Youtube, as well as LinkedIn and other channels like tv or radio, is
a channel through we spread a message .
It Is not, therefore, the magic wand to make work strategies that
in the past or offline haven’t worked.
It’s a platform that needs to be used in the correct way If you want
It to work properly.
You can think of Youtube as a car: If the car needs gasoline and
you fill It with diesel fuel (wrong input), the engine won’t start
and eventually will create damages.
As Dan S. Kennedy in his “No B.S.” book series says: marketing
consists in spreading the right message to the right audience
using the right channel in the most profitable way possible .
We’ve already confirmed that Youtube is the right traffic channel
for your company.
You now need to define the 3 elements that makeup a marketing
strategy: the offer, the message and the audience.
OFFER
This is the most important component of your marketing
strategy: you can use a wrong message and traffic channel but If
you have a powerful offer you will immediately hear new
customers knock on your door.
The offer is a stimulus that we put in front of potential customers
to make them interested in our products/services.
It can take several forms depending on what you’re selling.
If you sell a product a good offer can be a free trial or a free demo.
If you sell services you can try with a free check-up, a guide (like
the one you’re reading) and a free demo as well.
If you want to make sure that you’re picking up a strong offer you
can ask your current customers what they think about It.
Getting feedbacks from the market is always the best strategy you
can use in marketing decision making.
You can use an economic kind of offer as well like the ones you
see at the supermarket: take 2 pay 1, free 300gr of additional
product, etc…
If you sell services you can’t use those kinds of offers but you can
craft something specific for your niche.

One last piece of advice: offers that put more risk on you than
towards the customer (risk-reversal offers) work pretty well.
For example: “Pay only If you’re satisfied with your purchase” or
“Try our product for free for 30 days and then you decide”.
You can also test money-back guarantees with your products/
services.
These are offers that make your customer feel less pressure
because of guarantees.
MESSAGE
The message is the way you communicate your solution to your
target audience.
It consists in advertising.
Take a look at the pictures below.

Picture 1.1 - b2c message

Picture 1.2 - b2b message

The words that you see on the pictures are the message with
which the product/service is promoted.
The message can consist of texts, pictures and even videos.
It’s the communication you use to sell your solution.
Usually the job of creating attractive and persuasive messages is
done by a copywriter.
The text that you’ve seen on the pictures above has probably been
written by a copywriter.
Sometimes your message coincides with the slogan of an
advertisement; in other cases is your Value Proposition.
If to sell your solution you need to create a video presentation
and a web page, they will be part of your communication and
message as well.
Your message has not to be boring and should be crafted
specifically for your target customer.
Many companies hire teams and spend weeks creating an
effective message, but in reality you just need to identify your
customer’s problems and desires to find the right levers to use.

Complete a list of your customer’s problems and desires and your
message will almost write Itself.
AUDIENCE
In the end, the audience consists of your potential customers.
These are the people you want to reach with your campaigns.
To define the right audience you just need to think about the
people that will use your solution.
At this point avoid thinking about your audience in a generic way,
but instead focus on defining all the important details like you’re
creating an avatar.
For example don’t think “My targets are labour consultancy
firms”, but instead “My targets are labour consultancy firms
located in New York, with a 11-50 headcount range and that
produce at least $5 million/year in revenue”.
The more accurate the avatar of the potential customer is, the
easier It will be to understand what issues to leverage when
developing the message to distribute.
In what order to de ne the 3 elements?
The first element to define is the audience.
You need to know who you’re talking to to define the other
components.
After that you can create a compelling offer that uses your
audience's problems and desires as leverage.
And finally you develop all the custom contents and messages
(copy) to sell your solution.
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Now that you've properly defined the elements of your marketing
strategy, you can apply it by launching a real Youtube campaign.
Before we get to the mechanism to use, though, there's one last
aspect you need to think about in order to set the right
expectations (and not label Youtube as a failure after the first few
weeks of use).

CHAPTER 3

THE MATH BEHIND THE LAUNCH
OF A YOUTUBE CAMPAIGN.

“Therefore, O students, study mathematics and do not build
without foundations.”.
- Leonardo Da Vinci.

As mentioned in the last chapter, it's important to set the right
expectations and know, approximately, how much it will cost us to
do marketing on Youtube to avoid making decisions based on
wrong data.
This final, strategy-related chapter will help you reason about the
math behind the execution of a digital marketing campaign.
WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY MATH?
By math I mean understanding the costs, returns, and timing of a
marketing strategy as it relates to achieving a given goal.
For example, your goal could be acquiring 10 new potential
customers on Youtube in the next 30 days.
This goal may or may not be reasonable, depending on the
circumstances.
If in one case you invest $1,000/month and your cost per acquired
lead (CPL) is $100 then you’ll have obtained 10 potential
customers.
But If your CPL is $200 then you’ll have to double your budget
($2,000) to get the same amount of leads.
Furthermore, out of these 10 potential customers, based on your
conversion rates, only a portion will convert into a sale.
As you can see from this first example, there are variables and
constants.
The constants are definitely the goal you want to achieve and the
time you want to take to achieve it. These are elements that you
decide.
The budget varies based on the constants. It depends on how long
you want to take to reach the goal.
The Cost per Action (CPA), where action equals sales or calls
depending on the goal of your funnel, is one of the most
important variables because It determines how much flexible your
budget Is.
The CPA is not something we decide by ourselves; It Is
determined by the market and the value of your solution.
Let’s pause on this statement for a moment.
It’s important to understand that the CPA will vary a lot
depending on what you’re selling.

For example, If you sell a $20 t-shirt you can expect to have a $5
or $10 cost per sale (CPA). It would be an absolutely normal
situation.
Your ROI would be 2-4X: you spent $5-10 and you made $20.
But If you sell a $20,000 software license, you can’t expect to have
a $5, $50 or even a $200 CPA; in this case you could be spending
$2,000 to make a sale because the value generated by the sale
Itself is much greater.
Even in this 2nd example you would get a higher ROI (10X) than
in the 1st one (2-4X).
WHICH BUDGET DO YOU SUGGEST TO INVEST?
I usually suggest to invest at least 1,000$/month (around 30$/day)
at the beginning and to never go under that threshold.
However, that is an import that you should decide thinking about
your solution and the lifetime value of your customers as well.
If you sell an high-ticket solution ($5-$10k+ price), $1,000/month
in ad spend could not be enough to generate enough leads to
close a sale.
As I said earlier, the cost per action (CPA) is a value that you get
from the market as well.
This means that you can plan what budget you need to invest in
order to get some sales, but you will be able to adjust It only once
you launch the first campaign and get real feedback from the
market.
After all, after the launch managing a campaign consists in
continuous optimizations.
In conclusion, the math behind these processes is something you
have to plan for and reconcile based on the goal you want to
achieve.
It’s important that you make these reasonings before the launch
of any campaign or you could think that Youtube is an expensive
tool when you may find yourself in a perfectly normal situation.
The elements you need to define are, therefore, the goal you want
to achieve, the time in which you want to achieve it and the
budget you want to invest (which must be calculated by reasoning
on the value of your solution as indicated above).

Then, when you launch your first campaigns, you will have to
analyze the cost of each contact/sale and contextualize it; always
reason about the value of your solution and the total lifetime
value you will get from that lead before reaching conclusions.
Now that this aspect is also clear, you should have defined all the
useful elements to launch a marketing campaign.
From this point forward, the road will be all downhill.

CHAPTER 4

THE MECHANISM TO GENERATE
A CONSTANT FLOW OF NEW
CUSTOMERS.

“Action is the key of all success”.
- Pablo Picasso.

This is the chapter you were waiting for.
The one in which we pass to the practical part.
Here I'm going to put together the information contained in the
past chapters and describe the practical mechanism to implement
in your company to generate new customers.
Maybe It’s something you’ve already heard of before. Or maybe
not.
But even if it were déjà-vu, with the elements we went to define in
the previous chapters, it will surely look different in the end.
The mechanism is made up of 4 elements: the ad, the landing
page, the opt-in page and the sales management.
All together is what is commonly called a funnel.

1st ELEMENT: THE ADVERTISEMENT (AD)
Youtube Ads are ads you can see before watching a video on
YouTube and that are skippable after 5 seconds from the start.

Picture 1.3 - Youtube Ad

It's important that you don't sell your product/service directly in
the ad (unless it's clothing, electronics or another consumer item),
but only focus on getting the potential customer to click on it.
The ad will be made up of the previously defined message.
It is essential to have a hook, i.e. a phrase that gets a lot of
attention during the first 5-10 seconds of the video since people
may skip it easily.
Suggestions for the copy (or voice over)
To create a good hook you can start with a thoughtful question
and then using the feel, felt, found formula.
Feel, Felt & Found can be described like this: I know how you feel
because I was in the same situation as you until I discovered this
solution.
You begin by explaining that you understand your prospect's
problem because you were once affected as well.

You continue by describing the past situation and the problems
you had.
Finish by revealing the solution that got you out of the
problematic situation and describing the change that took place.
Always specify where the user should click to get more
information.
If you don't want to follow this formula, there are others that you
can obviously use; in this case I recommend studying copywriting
and reading a few books about it or hiring someone who is already
an expert in it.
Suggestions for the video
Choose natural content, possibly filmed by you or your company,
that portrays a person speaking and is congruent with what you
are promoting.
Avoid effects like colorful frames or other elements that are too
flashy, but you can add text on the video you use.
Always keep in mind who the recipient of the ad is.
The video you're going to create will also be part of the message
defined earlier, so you can build it around your potential
customer's problems and desires.
Always remember: your goal is to get people to click on your ad,
not to sell your product/service directly.
2nd ELEMENT: LANDING PAGE
A landing page is simply a web page detached from your website
where you allow potential customers to redeem your offer in
exchange for their contact information.
Your goal here is to prompt potential customers to leave their
contact information.
There are different types of landing pages; to help you understand
how you can create one, I suggest you think about what your goal
is and what offer you're currently running.
Are you offering a guide? Then a short landing page that only
allows you to redeem the guide without much distraction will be
better.

Are you offering a demo of your service? Give people the chance
to book a video appointment with you.
Generally, the landing page should always have these elements:
1. An attention-grabbing headline (and subheading if necessary);
2. A video or written text that educates the potential customer on
how they can solve their problem through your solution;
3. References, video or written, from customers telling how their
experience with you was;
4. A CTA, Call To Action, which is a button that invites you to
redeem the offer (download the guide, book an appointment).
The page should be as long as you need: don't think you need a
papyrus to sell your offer and don't fill it with unnecessary and
distracting elements.
It should contain the essentials and distract as little as possible.
Don't include any external links, such as links to your website or
social, if you want to avoid scattering attention.
Keep it simple.
3rd ELEMENT: OPT-IN PAGE
An opt-in page is where your potential customer leaves their
contact information to redeem the offer you are promoting.
It can contain different content depending on what you're selling.
If you want your contacts to book an appointment with you, for
example, this page will include a digital calendar through which
they can make the booking.
If your goal is to have a guide downloaded, you will insert the
button for downloading the content.
The focus on this page must be directed only on allowing the
potential customer to leave the contact details.
Therefore, as you may have guessed, it must be a very short page
that contains only the essentials; after all, the contents have
already been explained in the landing page and in this step your
customer is already aware of wanting to move forward.

4th ELEMENT: SALES MANAGEMENT
This is a point that would deserve a separate book series.
And it's the point after which we no longer talk about marketing,
but sales.
With the previous elements, you've gotten to the point of getting
your customer's contact. Now what?
All that's left is to sell that contact your products or services.
Generally there is a salesperson who takes care of this part,
however, if we're talking about a small company, often the
partners themselves take care of it.
The advice I give when getting into this topic is to learn how to
sell and conduct the initial appointments yourself. Next, hire a
dedicated resource and train them to run the meetings for you
instead.
That's because every entrepreneur should be a skilled salesperson;
selling is a necessary skill for any aspect of life, even everyday life,
and learning it provides more context to support all business
development activities.
As pointed out above, it would take a separate series of books to
comprehensively cover sales management.
So, I can only recommend the following books to familiarize you
with the topic:
Value Added Selling - Tom Reilly;
No BS guide to Sales Success in the new Economy - Dan S.
Kennedy.
Alternatively, it is also valid a course provided by a reliable source
and, that is, a figure that has at least generated millions by selling
products and services.
There are several, you just need to take a look on the internet.
This last chapter regarding the mechanism concludes the list of
things you need to know in order to be able to generate a steady
stream of high-quality new customers, whether you operate at the
b2b or b2c level.

By putting together the components of the mechanism you will
get an organized system to generate new leads and convert them
into sales in a profitable way.

CONCLUSION

AND NOW?

Now all that's left is to apply what you've read by launching
campaigns on Youtube.
Probably the first tests will not be absolute successes, but gaining
experience in the field or working with a company that operates
on your behalf, you will certainly better understand the dynamics
contained in this guide.
Thank you for reading and I hope this material has helped you to
better understand how marketing works, an increasingly chaotic
subject on which, nowadays, there are very few updated sources
that provide correct information and applied to the
entrepreneurial world.
Denis Antal
Founder & Head of growth at Antalconsulting.
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